Release date
26 November 2020

Number

1

Name

Interview
panel

Description

Employers can now:

Benefit / Value

More flexibility for
employers when are
- add up to 10 people creating interviews.
to an interview panel
in the system and
Applicants can be
assign a lead
booked in to a time
interviewer.
slot that is suitable for
them and the
- rearrange or assign employer.
an interviewee to an
interview slot.
- create interview
panels or assessment
centres. This includes
allowing more than
one interviewee to
select a time slot.

2

Reuse
vacancy
(including
ESR)

Employers can now
re-use a job listing
that has been
published before.

This will save valuable
time for employers by
allowing them to reuse information
entered before.
Employer will only
need to enter a new
closing date.
The system will only
take the employer
back through the full
create vacancy
journey if there is any
missing information.
This is only likely to
occur as new features
are added to the
service.

3

Investigation
into PDF
solutions/iss
ues

A look into the way
the current PDF
works to see how to
improve the issues
raised. Also to look at
what the options may
be to mitigate the
issues and risks.

To stop further issues
occurring around the
use of PDF's. Also
provides an improved
format for users which
reduces the risk of
issues coming up.

4

Content
review

Content review
across some areas of
the service, such as
'review job offer' page
and pause pages.

This will improve the
journey for the user
and ensure content is
accurate and
readable.

5

First line of
address
being
missed off
some
organisation
addresses

Improvement made to
show the organisation
name in the first line
of an employer's
address on the job
review page. This
which was being
missed out
previously.

This will ensure
employers see the
correct address
details when creating
their job listing.

6

Missing £
sign from
salary
during make
an offer

The £ sign will now be This will improve the
displayed on all
content and journey
sections when
for the user.
selecting a pay range.

7

Next release date

10 December 2020

Update to
the banner
text

The banner text has
been updated to
inform users that the
NHS Jobs website will
be unavailable every
Thursday during
deployment of
releases and
essential service
updates.

This will improve the
user experience by
being clear when the
service will be
available.

